In this paper, we proposed a new supervised word sense disambiguation (WSD) method based on a pairwise alignment technique, which is used generally to measure a similarity between DNA sequences. The new method obtained 2.8%-14.2% improvements of the accuracy in our experiment for WSD.
Introduction
WSD has been recognized as one of the most important subjects in natural language processing, especially in machine translation, information retrieval, and so on (Ide and Véronis, 1998) . Most of previous supervised methods can be classified into two major ones; approach based on association, and approach based on selectional restriction. The former uses some words around a target word, represented by n-word window. The latter uses some syntactic relations, say, verb-object, including necessarily a target word.
However, there are some words that one approach gets good result for them while another gets worse, and vice versa. For example, suppose that we want to distinguish between "go off or discharge" and "terminate the employment" as a sense of "fire". Consider the sentence in Brown Corpus 1 :
My Cousin Simmons carried a musket, but he had loaded it with bird shot, and as the officer came opposite him, he rose up behind the wall and fired.
The words such as "musket", "loaded" and "bird shot" would seem useful in deciding the sense of "fire", and serve as clue to leading the sense to "go off or discharge". It seems that there is no clue to another sense. For this case, an approach based on association is useful for WSD. However, an approach based on selectional restriction would not be appropriate, because these clues do not have the direct syntactic dependencies on "fire". On the other hand, consider the sentence in EDR Corpus:
Police said Haga was immediately fired from the force.
The most significant fact is that "Haga" (a person's name) appears as the direct object of "fire". A selectional restriction approach would use this clue appropriately, because there is the direct dependency between "fire" and "Haga". However, an association approach would make an error in deciding the sense, because "Police" and "force" tend to be a noise, from the point of view of an unordered set of words. Generally, an association does not use a syntactic dependency, and a selectional restriction uses only a part of words appeared in a sentence. In this paper, we present a new method for WSD, which uses syntactic dependencies for a whole sentence as a clue. They contain both of all words included in a sentence and all syntactic dependencies in it. Our method is based on a technique of pairwise alignment, and described in the following two sections. Using our method, we have gotten appropriate sense for various cases including above examples. In section 4, we describe our experimental result for WSD on some verbs in SENSEVAL-1 (Kilgarriff, 1998).
Our method has the features on an association and a selectional restriction approach both. It can be applied with the various sentence types because our method can treat a local (direct) and a whole sentence dependency. Our method is based on the following steps;
Step 1. Parse the input sentence with syntactic parser 2 , and find all paths from root to leaves in the resulting dependency tree.
Step 2. Compare the paths from Step 1. with prototype paths prepared for each sense of the target word.
Step 3. Find a summation of similarity between each prototype and input path for each sense.
Step 4. Select the sense with the maximum value of the summation.
We describe our method in detail in the followings. In our method, we consider paths from root to leaves in a dependency tree. For example, consider the sentence "we consider a path in a graph". This sentence has three leaves in the dependency structure, and consequently has three paths from root to leaves; (consider, SUB, we), (consider, OBJ, path, a) and (consider, OBJ, path, in, graph, a). "SUB" and "OBJ" in the paths are the elements added automatically using some rules in order to make a remarkable difference between verb-subject and verbobject. We think this sequence structure of word would serve as a clue to WSD very well, and we regard a set of the sequences obtained from an input sentence as the context of a target word.
The general intuition for WSD is that words with similar context have the same sense (Charniak, 1993; Lin, 1997) . That is, once we prepare the prototype sequences for each sense, we can determine the sense of the target word as one with the most similar prototype set. We measure a similarity between a set of prototype sequences T and a set of sequences from input sentence T . Let T and T have a set of sequences, P T Figure 1: Prototype sequence for verb "fire" 
is an alignment score between the sequences p i and p j , defined in the next section. f i is a weight function characteristic of the sequence p i , defined as following:
where u i and v i are arbitrary constants and t i is arbitrary threshold.
Using equation (1), we can estimate a similarity between the context of a target word and prototype context, and can determine the sense of a target word by selecting the prototype with the maximum similarity.
An example of the prototype sequences for verb "fire" is shown in Figure 1 . A prototype sequence is represented like a regular expression. For the present, we obtain the sequence by hand. The basic policy to obtain prototypes is to observe the common features on dependency trees in which target word is used in the same sense. We have some ideas about a method to obtain prototypes automatically.
Pairwise Alignment
We attempt to apply the method of pairwise alignment to measuring the similarity between sequences. Recently, the technique of pairwise alignment is Figure 2: Pairwise alignment used generally in molecular biology research as a basic method to measure the similarity between proteins or DNA sequences (Mitaku and Kanehisa, 1995) . There have been several ways to find the pairwise alignment, such as the method based on Dynamic Programming, one based on Finite State Automaton, and so on (Durbinet al., 1998) . In our method, we apply the method using DP matrix, as in Figure 2 . We have shown the pairwise alignment between sequences p ¡ (worked, at, composition, the) and p ¡ (is, make, at, home) as an example. In a matrix, a vertical and horizontal transition means a gap and is assigned a gap score. A diagonal transition means a substitution and is assigned a score based on the similarity between two words corresponding to that point in the matrix. Actually, the following value is calculated in each node, using values which have been calculated in its three previous nodes. 
s l on WordNet hierarchy (Miller et al., 1990) . For simplicity, we define the subst w ¤ w as following, based on the semantic distance (Stetina and Nagao, 1998) .
where sd
is the semantic distance between two synsets s i and s j . Because 0
1. The score of the substitution between identical words is 1, and one between two words with no common ancestor in the hierarchy is 1. We simply define the gap score as ' 1.
Experimental Result
Up to the present, we have obtained the experimental results on 7 verbs in SENSEVAL-1 3 . In our experiment, for all sentences including target word in the training and test corpus of SENSEVAL-1, we make a parsing using Apple Pie Parser (Sekine, 1996) and additional vertices using some rules automatically. If the resulted parsing includes some errors, we remove them by hand. Then we obtain the sequence patterns by hand from training data and attempt WSD using equation (1) for test data. Because of various length of sequence, we assign score zero to the preceding and right-end gaps in an alignment.
We show our experimental results in Table 1 . In SENSEVAL-1, precisions and recalls are calculated by three scoring ways, fine-grained, mixed-grained and coarse-grained scoring. We show the results only by fine-grained scoring which is evaluated by distinguishing word sense in the strictest way. It is impossible to make simple comparison with the participants in SENSEVAL-1 because our method needs supervised learning by hand. However, 2.8%-14.2% improvements of the accuracy compared with the best system seems significant, suggesting that our method is promising for WSD.
Future Works
There are two major limitations in our method; one of syntactic information and of knowledge acquisi- tion by hand.
The former is that our method assumes we can get the correct syntactic information. In fact, the accuracy and performance of syntactic analyzer are being improved more and more, consequently this disadvantage would become a minor problem. Because a similarity between sequences derived from syntactic dependencies is calculated as a numerical value, our method would also be suitable for integration with a probabilistic syntactic analyzer.
The latter, which is more serious, is that the sequence patterns used as clue to WSD are acquired by hand at the present. In molecular biology research, several attempts to obtain sequence patterns automatically have been reported, which can be expected to motivate ours for WSD. We plan to construct an algorithm for an automatic pattern acquisition from large scale corpora based on those biological approaches.
